
2022 Summer Reading

This summer, you will read two books:

1) The City of Ember - Jeanne DuPrau

2) a personal choice novel.

Books can be found through any bookstore/library, Amazon, Audible, or Sora.

The City of Ember Directions:
Choose three takeaways from the novel (ex. something you learned, an idea from the novel, a connection you
made, etc), two passages that spoke to you, and one question you may still have about the book or that you
could bring to a discussion. You will participate in a Socratic Seminar (small group discussion) about the novel
once we are back in school.

The City of Ember, by Jeanne DuPrau
The city of Ember was built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that
light the city are beginning to dim. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it holds a secret that
will save the city. Now, she and her friend Doon must race to figure out the clues to keep the lights on. If they
succeed, they will have to convince everyone to follow them into danger. But if they fail? The lights will burn out
and the darkness will close in forever.

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/book-reviews/the-city-of-ember

Personal Choice Novel Directions:
Choose a novel that interests you and prepare a book project to share the first week back to school. Check out
the options below for ideas. If you have other ideas, great! No limitations - just your imagination!

_____ Diorama
Make a diorama or shadow box depicting the setting, characters, or the theme from the novel. Shoe boxes are
ideal for this project.

_____ News Report
Select major events from the book and present each as part of a series of televised news reports.

_____ Puppet Show
Convert the novel into a puppet show. Make simple puppets, such as stick puppets, finger puppets, or paper bag
puppets, and present the novel or selected scenes.

_____ Soundtrack
Create an 8 song soundtrack for your book. For each song, write a 3-5 sentence explanation of why you chose
the song and how it connects to the book.

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/book-reviews/the-city-of-ember


_____ Movie Trailer
If your book was going to be turned into a movie, what would the movie trailer look like? Create and record a
movie trailer that is 1-2 minutes in length, and write a 2 paragraph explanation of how your trailer represents the
movie. I would encourage you to watch a few movie trailer examples on Youtube prior to creating your own.

_____ Current Events
Select five current news stories that you think a character or characters from your book would be interested in.
Write a paragraph explaining how your character would respond to each of the stories and the opinions your
character would have about what was happening in the story.

_____ Children’s Book
Rewrite your book into a children’s book that includes the main characters and key events in a way that a young
child would be able to understand. Your book should also be illustrated.

_____ Characters Come to Life
Create portraits of two of the characters in your book. The portraits should also include a 3 paragraph written
piece that tells about the character. The piece might also include information about events, traits, or conflicts in
the book that involve that character.

_____ Letter to the Author
Write a letter to the book’s author. Your letter should include your feelings about the characters, plot, and ending
of the book. It should also include feedback on things you loved about the book, feedback on things you would
change about the book, and questions that you may still have about the book.

_____ Build It
Build a scene from the book using any materials that you wish. The scene should be important to the book. You
should also include a 3 paragraph explanation of the scene and why it is important to the book.

_____ Epilogue/Prologue
Add to your book by writing an epilogue or prologue or both! If you choose to write one, it should be at least 6
paragraphs. If you choose to do both, each one should be at least 3 paragraphs.

_____ Scrapbook It
Create a scrapbook for your book using photos and explanations. You should have at least 10 photos in your
scrapbook with a 3-5 sentence paragraph explaining how each photo connects to the book.

_____ Cover It
Design a new cover for your book complete with an illustration, a summary of the book, and book reviews. Also
include a 2 paragraph explanation of how your illustration represents the book.

If you are having difficulty purchasing or the required book please reach out to one of the teachers so
we can help!



SUMMER MATH PRACTICE
This summer you should be practicing your math skill for at least 60 minutes per week, (more is
always ok too). Choose something that works best for you and your family. There are a few
suggestions below, so do what fits you best.

Rising 7th Grade:

Khan Academy Get Ready for 7th Grade OR Get Ready for Algebra

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-algebra-i

Rising 8th Grade:

Khan Academy Get Ready for 8th Grade OR Get Ready for Algebra

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-8th-grade
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-algebra-i

Rising Geometry (last year's Green)

Khan Academy Get Ready for Geometry
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-geometry

***FYI: The Khan Get Ready Series is available for grades 3 through High School level Math. It’s a
great resource for anyone interested in brushing up on or preparing their math skills for the next
school year!

Happ� Summe�! Ca�’� wai� t� se� yo� al� i� th� fal�!

ELA/Social Studies
Emma M - emma.mulrine@fsma.k12.de.us
Aaron  - aaron.rubin@fsma.k12.de.us
Michelle T - michelle.treisner@fsma.k12.de.us

Science
Liz - liz.plant@fsma.k12.de.us

Math
Beth - beth.thomas@fsma.k12.de.us

Student Support Services
Michelle M - michelle.madden@fsma.k12.de.us
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